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 Finn Jones replaces Fred Ward as a cop who gets injured on his first day on the force. Billy Bob Thornton, the original Star Wars film's composer John Williams, and director J. J. Abrams return. It was released in theaters on December 18, 2015, by Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures. Plot An old flame, former pop singer Chidi Anagonye (John Krasinski), arrives at the American Embassy in Rome
to meet with Special Agent Charles Finney (Zachary Levi), who is the head of the FBI's bomb squad. Chidi asks to work with him to examine and catalog all the artifacts the FBI has recovered from the scenes of terrorist attacks, and also to make public appearances to help support Agent Finney's re-election. Finney accepts and insists Chidi come to work at his house with him for training and

preparation. Chidi accepts, and at the same time, he recruits his childhood best friend, Wesleyan grad and aspiring musician Dev (Matthew Gray Gubler), to help him create his own band. After the two friends have befriended their next-door neighbor, Caitlyn Cook (Emma Stone), and her sister Tessa (Alison Brie), she invites them to a party at her house. At the party, Wesleyan acquaintance and
aspiring DJ, Finn Jones (Justin Long), performs a DJ set and meets Caitlyn and Tessa. He immediately falls for Tessa, who is obsessed with his music. The party guests disperse, and Finney leads Chidi and Wesley into the basement, where he begins to show them the artifacts he has recovered in connection with the bombings. Chidi and Wesley examine each of the objects and find that they are all
seemingly ordinary except for a small, round, disc-like object that could be used as a bomb. Caitlyn and Finn begin to date and continue their relationship, and Tessa and Wesley become an item. Finney and Chidi retrieve the artifacts and begin packing them into Finney's car. Finn sees Finney dragging something into the back seat, where it looks like something that could be a bomb. After a quick

look, Chidi and Finn return to Finney's house, where they find that Finney has departed for the day. However, Finney and Chidi have left behind a laptop containing sensitive data on the artifacts. Chidi and Finn view the laptop on Finney's bedside table, only to discover that the disc-like object is actually a 82157476af
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